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Principal GaAs FET Parameter Which Most Influences the Transconductance
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Analysis and comparison with the experimental results reported on doped
channel heterojunction(HJ) FETs indicaie that the parameter which most influences the maximum transconductance g*r"* is the gate-channel spacing
(thickness of the depletion or insulating"'If,1ier) rathei than mobilit1. When
the gat.e-channel spacings are the same, doped channel FETs gave higher g--o-ts
thBq the HEMT structure FETs. ImprovemenL of the mobility from 2000 16""8000
cm'/Vsec improves the gn.,n'r, by only about 2O7", but when the drain current is
sma1l as so in low noisei"'FETs, the mobility can also influence the gm.

l. Introducti-on
1ot

2. Expressions of the Drain Saturation

The HEMTs or 2DEGFETs are attracting a
of interest of the device researchers

since it

Current and the Transconductance

Since the drain saturation current
Idsat of FETs can not be expressed exactly
by a simple analytical equation, some assumptions must be made for the velocityfield characteristics: mobility constant,
velocity constant, and combination of these
two. For each case, the drain saturation
current Idsat and the transconductance gm
can be expressed by the equationS shown in

utilizes

the two dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) with very high electron
mobility, and great efforts have been
devoLed to develop high speed FETs. About
two years 8go, the author gave a suspicion
on contribution of the high electron
mobility, and claimed that the high gm of
HEMTs can be mostly attributed to decrease
of the depletion (insulatirg) layer separating the gate and the f lowing carri-ers I 12) .

Table 1.

For the constant mobility case, carriers are assumed to flow in infinite
velocity at the pinch-off region. The gn, increases proport.ionally to the mobility as
shown in 8q.2, but it also j-ncreases with
decrease of the gate-channel spacing rrdrr.
The proportional constant of Eq.1,
K= ,6
lte / dL-, was named K value and defined as
a figure of merit of FETs by Abe at u17).
This K value is now widely used, but it must
be noted that this K value depend not only

Recently, several papers have been published on high gm FETs, which have highly
doped channels, therefore, 1ow electron
mobilities, but with thin depletion ( o. insulating ) layers 3-6). These results indicate that thickness of the depletion layer
is more important than the mobility of the
carri-ers.

of this paper is to anat-yze
the parameters including the mobility, which
determine the gmmax, and compare the
analyzed results with the reported experimental results.
The purpose

but also on rf6rt and is onlv valid for
the constant mobilitv case.
ttPtt
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For constant mobility
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the gm ( it can be called the transresj-stance R* ) is sunn of the source series
resistance, the intrinsic resi-stance and the
resistance of the pinch-off region where the
carriers flow i-n the saturation velocit,y or
in peak velocity. The carrj-er mobility can
mainly influence the intrinsic resist.ance.
Furthermore, the mobility can reduce the
j-ntrinsic resistance in square root woy, not
in a linear way as expected in the mobility
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Comparison

of Analyzed Result.s with

Reported Experimental Results
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case

In order to see which expression is
most appropriate one, analyzed results were
compared with reported experimental results.
Figure 1 shows transfer characteristics
replotted from the output characteristics of
2DEGFET reported by Baba et a110). The
broken lines show the curves calculated with
Eq.1 by normalizjng at VG-VT=O.3V. It is
clear that the I-V curve of 2DEGFET does not
fo11ow Eq.l. Furthermore, the gm at 77K is
only twj-ce of that of 300K, even though the
mobility ar 77K (89000 .*2/V.") is 10 rimes
larger than that at 300K. These results indicate that the transfer characteristics of

(6)

notes: all equations are per unit gate width
Table 1, Equations for Idsats and Bms,
p; mobility, e; dielectric constant,
d; gate channel spacing, Lo; gate length,
VG; gate voltage, VT; thrEshold voltage,
v.; saturation velocity, E.i threshold
field (3kv/cm), Rr=l /g^; tiansresistance,
R"i source reslstance.
Equations 2 & 3 show I6ru, and Ir for

an ideal FET whose carri-er flows in a constant. velocity from the source to the drain.
The gm in this case does not depend on Lhe
gate voltage Vg or fdsat.
In actual FETs the velocity saturation
inevitably occurs since the average field in
the channel is much hlgher than the
threshold field (3kv/cm). In that case, the
FET is generally analyzed by dividing the
channel into two regions; a mobility limited
region and a velocity saturation region. The
v-E characteristics have been approximated
by t,wo straight 1ines8) or a curve which
gradually approaches the saturation
velocityg). They are essentially the same,
and give almost the same gm. In this work,
Das et alts expressiorr"9)
adopted. fn
""t"
their expressions, inverse of
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Fig.1, Transfer characteristics of

2DEGFET10)

Broken lines represent Eq.1 normali-zed at
V6-Vt=0.3Y.
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do not follow Eq.1, but rather fo1low Eq.6, si-nce gn is doubled if the second
term is'neglected as shown i-n Fig.2.
2DEGFETs

To see how much the each term of Eq.6
contributes the total Rm, absolute values of
three terms were calculated by changing the
gate-channel spacing ft6tt for a FET with fo1lowing device parameters:

E
E

)a

Rs=0.4 f)mm, Lg=0.5 Fr,

€

I6"ua=200 mA/rnm, vs=2x107 cm/sec.
P=2OOO or 8000 .r2/V""..

E 300

The calculated results are shown in Fig.2.

250

It should be noted that the calculated
values are the maximum transconductance
Emmax ( Rrrnir, ) because t.he maximum Idsat of
2OO mA/mm, whi-ch is common for all reported
normally-off FETs, was taken. The point of
Rr=O (g*=*) is Laken at the top line of the
figure, and the R, goes down linearly so
that the Eq.6 can be understood visua11y.
The first term is the source reslstance
Rs, and is independent of 116rr. Reported R" t
"
are scattered form 0.2 to 1.0 Omm, so Rs=0.4
nmm was adopted here. The second term is a1most the same as so ca11ed intrinsic resistance Ri of FET, which is the
resistance(V6/I6sat) of the channel whose
field is 1ow and the carrier velocity is
limited by the mobility. Therefore, it.
depends on the carrier concentration and the
mobility, but it also depend on rt6rf and 1ncreases with increase of ft6rr. However, the
maximum value is less than 2.0 Omm even for
F=2ooo .^21v

a
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Fj-g.2, Dependence of the transresi-stance R_
on the gate-channel spacing. R*=0 (e*=Od)

Ii":'ni3i.!3n"l':";"ff |:ll"3r'*tsxe

s" are

solid 1ines. It should be noted that even
though the mobility increases from 2000 to
8OO0 . 21Y.t, the gn increases only about
20% (from 400 ro 500 mS/mm for d=200A).
Furtherrnore, si-nce depletion layers of HEMT
structure FETs are larger than those of
MESFETs, this i-mprovement of gm is canceled
by increase of ttdtt. For example, ttdtt for a
HEMT with ND=2xlOlB .r-3 is 24OA (poinr C),
whereas that of a GaAs MESFET with the same
ND is 170A (point A) due to absence of a
depletion layer at the hetero interface.
Therefore, the g,n improves only from point A
to point C, not to point B in the figure.
Experimentally obtained grnt" reported
on GaAs MESFETs, HEMT structure FETs, and
doped channel HJFETs are also plotted in
Fig.2. Solid triangles L are gms of OKIts
HEMT structure FETs with differently doped
(therefore, different thickness ftdft) AlGaAs

.t.

The third term is a resisLance of the
pinch-off region (Rp). Since the depletion

layer spread over whole channel and the
field is very high, carriers flow in the
saturation veloci_ty Vs, so this term depend
on only ttn"tt and ttdtt. The Rn increases
linearly with increase of tr4tt as shown by
broken 1ine, and reaches to 3 f)mm for d=600A.
Sums of those three terms are shown by

layers wit,h the
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same

pattern and

same

process. The channels are unintentionally
(due to diffusion from doped AlGaAs) and i-ntentionally doped, Lherefore, the mobility
is higher for thicker tr6rr. They f ollow the
simply analyzed curve of I, very wel1. Solid
circles o (GaAs MESFETs from NTT), solid
square I (NEC doped channel MISFET) and
solid inverted triangle a (Honeywell inverted HEMT) fo11ow another curve with
u"=1.5x10' a^/" very wel1.
It is very int.eresting that the latter
(GaAs MESFET, NEC-DMT etc.) gives much
higher 8ms than HEMT structure FETs. The
reason j-s not known well, but it seems that
when a doped AlGaAs layer is on the top of
the channel, the HJFET gives lower s gm.
Above discussions are on the maximum
transconducLance Bmmax for I6".a=200 mA/mm.
They are valid for switching devices whose
drain current swings f rorn zero to t,he
maximum, but situation j-s different for low

on the mobility. However, these results are
for I6"ut=200A. If I6"ua=350A, resistance of
the pinch-off region Rp is doubled,
det.erioration due to R, decreases very rnuch.

noise FETs whose drain current at. the operation is about L/LO of the maximum ldsat.
Figure 3 shows drain current dependence of

valuable discussions and inforrnations.

4.

analysis of
gm and reported experimental results indicates that principal FET parameter which
most i-nf luences gmmax is gate-channel
spacing. However, the analysis also indicates that mobility also greatly j-nfluence
the gm, if the drain current. is very sma11,
in such the case of low noise FET.
Comparison between simple

-7
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(or Rr) for different mobilities. Insulator thicknes" 'tt6tt is assumed to be 200A.
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Fig.3, Drain current dependence of g- for
d=200A with different mobility.
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